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a Type of “Restricted” Polynomial Identity 
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1. INTRO~IJCTIO~X 
A celebrated result due to Kaplansky [4] states that if R is a primitive ring 
satisfying a polynomial identity over its centroid Z, then Ris finite-dimensional 
over Z. It is natural to wonder what results may he obtained if some of the 
variables in the polynomial identity have restricted range. Thus Martindale 
[7] considers rings with involution such that a polynomial identity is satisfied 
on the set of symmetric elements. If  A is a subring of a primitive ring R, 
and if a polynomial identity is satisfied in R whenever certain of its variables 
are restricted to taking values in A, for example, it may be possible to say 
something ahout the nature of A, perhaps when regarded as an algebra over 
its own center. 
In this paper we consider polynomial identities in which only one of the 
variables is restricted. The restriction WC impose is, however, extreme: we 
insist that the distinguished variable assume ajiserl value in R. If  R is primi- 
tive, and this fixed value is the element n E R, our result is that a is algebraic 
over the centroid Z of R. 
Section 2 of this paper gives the necessary precise statement of this result 
(Theorem l), and its proof. In Section 3 :ve consider an example of a 
“restricted” polynomial identity of the type dealt with in Section 2. This 
example arises as a natural generalization of identities that hax been con- 
sidered in the literature (see Section 3 for details). As an application of 
our result of Section 2 we prove that a primitive ring satisfying this restricted 
polynomial identity is four-dimensional 01.er its center (l’heorem 2). 
It will be noted that in both our theorems \ve refer to “simple or primitive” 
rings. In the classical (finite-dimensional) case these two concepts coincide. 
However, if we do not impose any chain conditions, there exist primitive 
rings which are not simple, and since our proofs when R is primitive make no 
use of simplicity, we prefer the more general formulation. It is also possible 
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for a simple ring to fail to Ix prinritiw: 111 this case it must be a radical ring 
(i.e., equal to its o\vn Jacobsc)n radical). For an csamplc showing tlrat this 
can occur see [a], Roth of our proofs therefore first dispose of the cast whet-c 
R is a simple radical ring, before treatin, (r the case lvhere R is primitive. 
Let % be a field, and p .;- 0 a meml~er of the free associative algebra 
qy, XL ( “. , A+] (t ; 0). I\‘e say that R satisfies the wstvicted polyt~orniul 
identify p(u, s, , ... , xt) provided R is a ring with centroid containing %, 
n E Ii, and p(u, A, , “‘, b,) ~- 0 for any choice of the hi (7 R. IVc d1ow /I to 
have a nonzero constant term: in this cxc X noccssarily has a nontrivial 
center. \\:e shall maintain the distinction bct\vecn p (a member of a free 
algebra) and p(a, .x1 , ‘.. , ,si) (a function on the ring K). IIl’c no\~. haw 
THEOREM 1. Lei K be (I simple or primitiw virzg with centroid 2, rind 
suppose K satis$es the restricted poi.vrlominl ikwtity p(a, s1 , “‘, vt). Then a is 
algebraic over %. 
Pvoof. Let q E zyy, ‘X1 ( “’ , .Y,~] lx the polynomial obtained by complete 
linearization ofp on every indeterminate .x, It is clear that q +‘: 0, and that R 
satisfies the restricted polynomial identity y(~z, x1 , “., ,x,). ‘l’hus WC may 
assume without loss, and in future shall assume, that p is linear in cvcry s, . 
(a) Suppose first that K is a siniplc radical ring. In this case the conclusion 
of the theorem amounts to saying that a is niipotent. For otherwise there is a 
standard method for extracting an idcmpotcnt from Z[n], and a radical ring 
contains no idempotcnts. 
\\‘c proceed by induction on t. I f  / --. 0 then 0 i p E Z[j*], p(llj = 0 in R, 
and o is algebraic over Z, as required. Supposc then that we have the result 
whenever R satisfies a restricted polynomial identity- in s wriablcs (S : f), and 
that f 1. 
\T#.e may write p as a sum x/I+, where the p1 are monomials in y  and the 
.x,.I,ctI. , 0 be the integer for \\~hich no monomial of p ends in Jr-‘, and 
at least one monomial ends in jz”‘. (In partictllar, r = 0 if no monomial ends 
in y.) Then we may write 
Here each pi is a polynomial in y  and the x, other than .x, (since p is linear 
in x,). We may have pl- ; 0 for some i, but our choice of T forces the existence 
of at least one k such that pk + 0. Let us fix one such k. \Pve now wish to 
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replace each xi (i # k) inp by ~~3’. Formally, we proceed as follows. Given any 
q == q(y, x1 ) ‘.. , x,) of the free algebra, vve define 
‘1’ = q’(y, x1 , “’ ( .xt) -: q(y, x,y, xny, “‘) x,< ) “‘, qy) 
Then 
Il’e note that pJ: -# 0 since p, # 0, and that sic does not occur in p; 
Suppose now b, , ..., 6, t H are arbitrary. Set 
c y  p;,(a, 11, , ‘.‘, b,); d = rL(n, b, > ..‘, 0,). 
Then since K clearly satisfies the restricted polynomial identityp’(n, .x1, ..‘, x1), 
WC have c.bk,ur ~I- ~l.a”+ l -= 0, or c.b,;ur E R.u“ r. Since this relation 
holds for any choice of 6, E R, and since c is independent of 6, (recollect 
that sIC does not occur in pi,), WC may write 
CR ar E- R a“ 1 (1) 
Nom- set L = {x : .x E R and .x.(~J’ E R.ar ‘j. Clearly I, is a left ideal. I f  
I, := R we have R.a“ 5 Zi,nr r, whence in particular (1’1 r -: ~.a“” for 
some s E R. But a member s of the radical of a ring can act as the identity 
only on the zero of the ring. Since R is a radical ring. this shows that we must 
ha\fc up-, 1 = 0, which proves the theorem. Suppose then L f  R. By (1) we 
have CR c L, so that CR -1 RcR g L RL = L ;t R, and since the left 
side is an ideal, and Zi is simple, this yields CR = (0), whence c L- 0, since 
the left annihilator of R must be the zero ideal. IVe have thus shown that every 
value c = p)I,(u, b, , .t., b,) assumed by the function pII.(a, x1 , ..‘, x~) is zero, 
which is to say that I< satisfies the restricted polynomial identity 
p&7, .x1 ) “’ , xi). Since as iv-e have already seen 0 f  /I;. E z[y, s, , ., ,G,. , ‘, x,]. 
the theorem now follows by our inductive hypothesis. 
(b) Suppose now that R is a primitive ring. The proof for this case will he a 
consequence of the lemma hclow. \\‘e first explain our terminology. 
Let a be a linear transformation on a vector space IV over a field K. \Vc say 
a acts algebraically on an element u E Wprovided there exists q f  0, q E K[x], 
such that z’ q(a) = 0. LVe say a ZS nlgebraic OIE a subspace W,, of W provided 
for some y  f  0, y  E K[x], we have w q(u) = 0 for every w E W0 We say 
a is algebraic provided it is algebraic on lb’ itself. I\‘e now have the 
is a linearly independent set. I f  the conclusion of the lemma is false, we have 
LLuvt E w 1 , the subspace spanned by 17, So WC may write 
ual’ _ cx,~~lLLu”~-’ ! “. ; “,)U -;- zf: (zu E W”), 
or u . ~(a) E ?,V(, , where p(a) = a” -MY,,_& ’ - ‘. ~~- qa ~ q, By hypothesis 
a is algebraic on IV, Suppose then q(a) = 0 on II’,, Then p(u) . q(a) = 0 
on WI (It is here we use our assumption that K is commutative). 
Suppose now y  $ IV1 . R’e shall sayy is good provided 
131, J’N, --‘) y7” ‘) u Ii, 
is a linearly independent set. I f  the conclusion of the lemma is faise, we may 
find a: , 011’ E K (WC do not assert they are unique), such that 
yan = 31,~ lyalt-l 1. “1 ‘yiy ~1. %I’, 
(~1 +. y)all =: a:,‘_ ,(IL + y)&-1 ‘.’ /- ,i(u i- y) A- 20” 
for some zu’, ZL”’ E IV0 Using the fact that y  is good we now see that 
a;. = a:‘(0 < i < H ~ I), and then using the fact that 15’~ is a linearly 
independent set we see also that aI. = ‘1, . Thus U, = Lo: , whencey .p(n) := w’. 
So if y  is good we have shown that y  . p(a)g(u) == 0. Thus p(u) . q(u) = 0 
on the subspace W, spanned by IV, alid all the good elements of W. Let CT, 
be a basis for Wz, and suppose z 6 IV2 Since z is not good, 
$3 20, ---, -(p-l} ” .p:, 
is not a linearly independent set. -4 .fortiori jz, m, .‘., zd-‘$ u U, is not a 
liliearly independent set. Since this is true for any z G! Wz , and since a is 
algebraic on IV2 , the conclusion of the lemma (with )I ~ 1 for II, U, for lJ(, , 
and Wz for W,) fails. By our inductive hypothesis, the premiss must also fail, 
which is to say that a is algebraic after all. 
We return now to the proof of the theorem. Let K be an extension of 2 
which splits R (see for example [S], p. 120), and form R’ = R @ ,K. Then 
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li’ may lx represented as a dense ring of linear transformations on a rector 
space JJ’owr K. Since p is linear in each of its varial~!es, p is inherited hy K’ 
(provided we understand 0 to mean (I (: I). \\‘e aim to show n (in R’) is 
al,gebraic oxr I\‘. 
Sow p, as heforc, may be regarded as a sum x pip, , wllerc each ,B, E Z and 
each IL, is a string of .x,‘s and ~1’s. Let r lx the maximal numhcr of times 11 
appears in succession in any one of the f~; , and let t, as hefore, lx the nuinl)er 
of distinct .vi appearing in /3.11-e procced to construct a linearly irltlcpendent wt 
I f  a acts algebraically on every clement of Jl’, then n is a!gcbraic on clery 
~nitc-clilnension~ll sulxspacc of JJ, and NT may construct C- !>y successi\.-e 
applications of the lemma, starting from I ‘(, qb. If  n dors not act algebrai- 
cally on every element of II’, lye may find u t JJ’such that {I(, urn, ZUF’, ...I is 
3 linearly independent set. In this case we may construct (’ by setting 
,(, =: {,(j”“‘“, 
Let us say the dqwe of a tnonomial p of p is tlw total number of s,‘s and 
1”s occtlrring in it (for example, s2y.v,~xJ~~ has degree 6). (‘hoose ~~~ of mnsimal 
dc,grec in p, and suppose (without loss of generality) that 
pLo ; y?l.y,J*Q y2 “’ S>J’” (0 5; 7’, :: r; s ‘- f) 
Ry the density of R we may 110~ ~~KKXS~ e, F K(1 C i -.., t) so that 
(Uiff~)E, -= II, -1 (0 ’ i ’ :. $); 
2’6, 1 0 for “L: E i’ other:vise (I :‘_ i -I t). 
\\:e proceed to examine the action of p(q ei , “., q) on zL,, I f  A is an initial 
segment of any monomial p of ~(0, e,), it is clear that u,& E C’, and moreo\er 
that u,h -= 0 unless X is of the form IMP’, ivherc v  is an initial segment of I”,) 
Thus we may write 
n-here the first terms arise from those monomials ofp, other than ,u,, , which 
do not annihilate 1~” , and the last term arises from p,, Since /3, the coefficient 
of po, is hy hypothesis nonzero, and qur 7 is independent of the other terms in 
(2), p(a, ri) cannot act as the zero transformation on 21,) , contradicting our 
assumption that in R' p(n, .x1 , -'., x,) = 0. I\' c 1x1~ tl~ls shown that a (or 
rather a ‘3 1) must lx algebraic over K. But then 
cc > [K[a @J l] : K] = [Z(a) @zk’ : K] = [Z(a) : Z], 
so that a is algebraic over Z, the required conclusion. 
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3. KINK SATIS~TYING A CER.~AIN IIIENTITY 
As an example of a “restricted” polynomial identity of the type we have 
been considering, we may note that Hcrstein [Z] required the following result: 
If R is simple of characteristic 2 with center %, n 6 % is nn element of R such 
that 2 E Z, and (& - xu)’ E Z for 011 .x (- R, then [R : Z] 4. 
Baxter [I] proved a similar result. hut with exponent 4 instead of 2. 
Here the relevant polynomial p (I Z[?l, ,x, , SJ is 
p(y, ?;I ) .?A)) = .x,(yX~ .x2?‘)” - (ys2 - “2y)fY, 
In this section we show that all the restrictions in the statement of this 
result are unnecessary. Specifically, wc prove 
SEOREM 2. Let R he a simple OY primitive riq with center Z. Suppose 
there exists a E R, a 6 Z such that 
(ax xl)” E z (3) 
for all x E R a?ld somefixed n ;-. 0. The71 [R : Z] =-. 4. 
It should be noted that we did not assume R has a nontrivial center. That it 
dots follows from the conclusion, since a finite-dimensional simple (or 
primitive) ring has a unity. 
Since a semisimple ring is a subdirect sum of primitive rings, we have the 
COROLLARY. I f  R is semisimple and satisfies (3) for some n c R, all x E R and 
fixed n ;- 0, then (ax ~- xa)2 E Z,fov 011 x E R. 
For if Ri is a primitive component of R, then either the projection ni of a 
into Ki is central, or by the theorem [R, : ZJ = 4, and in either case 
(acTi - s,ajy E zi f  or all si t Ri . The result then follows on sticking the 
pieces together. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 2. 
(a) Suppose first that R is a simple radical ring. J\‘e aim to show that this 
case cannot arise. By Thcorcm 1, (I is nilpotent. Suppose then n’~’ = 0, 
a’ r; 0. Set b == a’. Then given .x t R WC have h.v - sb m= a’s sa“ .~ 
q 3’0, where y  z Qr-l,y -1. are2<ya -+ ... 1 .wr -I, Thus (hx -~ ~6)~ E % for 
all .I’ F R, and since a radical ring has trivial center, (b.x -~ .~b)ll := 0 for all 
,I’ E R. Since b’ = 0, we find 0 - (h,v ~ ,~b)~b -= (hv)“h, and (bs)‘” I1 0 for 
all s E Ii. Thus bR is a nil right ideal of bounded index. By [IS] (see also [2], 
pp. 281-282), this cannot occur in a simple ring unless hR = (0). But then 
b = 0, contradicting our definition of b. Thus R is not a radical ring. 
(b) Suppose now that R is a primitive ring. Then R is representable as a 
dense ring of linear transformations on a vector space Vover a division ring D. 
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I\-e assume such a representation, taking V to be a left vector space, and the 
transformations to act from the right. 
Suppose first that we may find z’, u; E V such that z, PU, zc are linearly 
independent over D. Let II’ be the subspace of I- spanned by these three 
vectors. ‘Then either zc’u C$ Il’, or there exist a, ,fl, y  E I1 such that 
wa = w lj7u + yw. 
In either case we may by density choose b E R so that 
76 -= 0, (vn)b = v, 7Cb = 0, (zw)b = pv. 
(If wa f  IV we may choose /3 arbitrarily). ‘Then we may verify that 
v(ab - oap = v; w(ab - bn)?l = (62~ + ZL’, 
so that (ab - ha))l cannot be central. 
There remain two possibilities: for all u E V, zl and ua are linearly 
dependent, or there exists YJ 1: I’ such that {z, ZM) forms a basis for V. 
In the second case, given /3 E I), choose b E R so that 
vh =o; (va)b = ,&. 
Such a choice is possible by density. Then v(nb - ba)n == p%, whence for 
all p E D u-e have p?, E 2. But then by [5] D = 2, and R is the two by two 
matrices over Z. This gives us the split case of the theorom, 
Suppose now that u and ua are linearly dependent for every u E V. We 
aim to show I’ is one-dimensional over D. If  not. we may find zj, zu E V 
linearly independent over D. Suppose 
e‘a = WV; zca = yet. 
Given an arbitrary ,!3 E D we may by density choose b E R so that 
vb = /h; wb = 0. 
‘Then zc(ab -- ha)” = 0, and since (ab - ba)” is central, this yields 
(ab ~~ ba)” = 0. But v(ab - bn)” = (a,8 ~- pz)“v, so that ($ - pa)” == 0, 
v-hence ,& -= b/3. Since ,l3 was arbitrary, this shows that 01 E 2. 
If  M E I’ is arbitrary we may show similarly that ua = 6u, for some 6 E %. 
If u is linearly dependent on v  OWY %, then clearly 6 =: 01. If  not, we may 
use the relation 
(21 + v)f2 = l (U -+ v), some E E 2, 
to obtain the same result. 
\Te thus see that un = azd for all u and a certain D( E %; that is, a is central. 
This contradiction shows that I’ is one-dimensional, or in other words 
R is a division algebra. 
Suppose finally R is a division rin:, r and % is tinitc. Since (I is algebraic over 
%, \\-e may find 171 ’ 0 SIICll that cl”“’ 0 (n-hem p is the characteristic of Z). 
‘l’lien (compare [3], p. 1X3) thcrc exists /J i Ii such that h ‘trb N’ I 0 (for 
SOIIlC ;). or trh z hnc. 
Set r (lb ha + 0. 1‘11cn 
Ixt 1’ he the subring Of R generated IJy %, ~7. c. In \-ie\\- of the f>lCtS tliat Z 
is tinite, (/I,“’ -- a, P’ E %, ci~‘ TN’, it is clear that Pis finite. Hut a suhring of a 
division ring is cancellati\-c, and a finite canccllative ring is 3 division ring. 
Thus 1’ is a division rinE, Since a finite division ring is commutative, me 
conclude in particular that c7f cu. ‘l’his contradiction shows that if 12 is a 
division ring % cannot be fink, and completes the proof of the theorem. 
